Hypersensitivity to radiation-induced non-apoptotic and apoptotic death in cell lines from patients with the ICF chromosome instability syndrome.
Immunodeficiency, centromeric region instability, and facial anomalies (ICF), a rare recessive chromosome instability syndrome, involves the loss of DNA methyltransferase 3B activity and the consequent hypomethylation of a small portion of the genome. We demonstrate for the first time that ICF cells are strongly hypersensitive to a genotoxic agent, namely, ionizing radiation. However, unlike cell lines from patients with ataxia telangiectasia or Nijmegen breakage syndrome, chromosome instability syndromes also associated with unusual sensitivity to ionizing radiation, ICF cells did not show any deficiencies in their cell cycle checkpoints. ICF lymphoblastoid cell lines demonstrated increased apoptosis, long-term cell cycle arrest, and loss of viability in clonogenicity assays after irradiation compared to analogous normal cell lines. Also, the ICF cell lines were subject to high frequencies of rapid non-apoptotic cell death upon irradiation but not to abnormally high levels of radiation-induced, cytogenetically detectable chromosome abnormalities. ICF-associated undermethylation of some regulatory gene(s) might lead to an exaggerated response to radiation-induced breaks in DNA yielding increased rates of cell death and irreversible cell cycle arrest. As a defense against their frequent spontaneous breaks in chromosomes 1 and 16, ICF patients may be abnormally prone to chromosome break-induced apoptosis, non-apoptotic cell death, and permanent cell cycle arrest so as to minimize the number of cycling cells with spontaneous rearrangements. A similarly increased cell death and cycle-arrest response to chromosome breaks due to cancer-linked DNA hypomethylation might occur during carcinogenesis.